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Semi-Probabilistic Approach to the Design
.
of Marine Structures
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Abstract

standard deviation
wave spectrum

A complete statistical approach to
ship primary safety is not possible at
The paper briefly reviews
. present.
semi–probabilistic methods and presents
safety index and partial safety factor
data for eighteen merchant ship and five
naval designs ranging in length from 90
one ship from each group is
to 330 m.
analysed in greater depth for illustration and to demonstrate the scope for
improved design.
This shows that for
merchant ships there is plenty of scope
for weight and cost savings, especially
for larger ships.
However, for trans versely framed ships below 120 m length
current rules can lead to surprisingly
low safety levels i“ bottom structure.
Safety levels are suggested for the
design of merchant and naval ships which
fall into two distinct zones.
Comparisons are made with those for offshore
and submarine structures.
Shortcomings
are identified and suggestions for
further advances are offered.
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single valued limiting “capability,,
c of the structure by a scalar
guantity F so

BACKGROUND

Marine structures are thin stiffened
shells with randomly disposed fabric–
ation imperfections and material
properties and .ubjected to sea loads.
It therefore should follow without
argument that if one is interested in
designing with adequate b“t not excessive
safety, to some optimised combination of
weight and cost, a rational approach to
desian must be statistically based and
shouid take account of thre~ types of
error or uncertainty:

(1)

and very often maximum stress, or
,,eq”i”ale”t stress,’, is still used
as a basis for comparison e.Jen
“here it can be sho”n to be a poor
index of limiting or failure load.
(b)

Random

Systematic
Blunders
These latter arise from negligence or .?.
s
a result of circumstances “ot previously
ePvisa9ed as a Possible caw. e Of fal~”re
and are unquestionably the cause of the
vast majority of accidents and perhaps
of 85-90% of failures (total collapse) .
They arise mainly from human errors
“hich should be reduced by good super–
vision and independent checking in
design and construction (especially
where new types of structure, materials
a“d methods of fabrication are being
used) , by engaging well qualified staff
and by reducing the time, economic,
political and other pressures under
which the desiqn is done(l) .
There
seems to be little direct relation
between the occurrence of blunders and
the formal margins of safety such as
the probability of failure or the more
conventional safety factor.
By their
very nature blunders defy formal tre?,
t–
ment beyond exercising the h“ma” and
organisational precautions mentioned
abo”e .
No further rne”tion will be made
of blunders.

Second moment methods - where D and
C are assumed to be independent
random variables which ca” be represented as show” in Fig. 1, and
that it is possible to estimate
their second moment statistical
properties of tbe means and standard
deviations.
The safety margin is
still scalar and the methods are
therefore hybrid or “semi-probabilistic,, in combi”i”g conve”tio”al
determinism with statistics.
Two
such methods are:
(1) Safety index - assuming C and D
to be uncorrelated:

e“ - tie
~f =

,
‘SC + ‘D

(2)

e-1

-/82”; + “;
and the approach dates from 1955 (3)
but “as first applied to ships in
1974(4) .
(2)

Partial
YcYfDk

safety

factors

L. Ck/Ym

:

or
}

Y. = Ck/Dk

We can, however, consider random
and systematic errors, although the
latter are often .s?erlooked.
For con–
“enience they will be divided where
possible into OBJECTIVE and SUBJECTIVE
components.
This distinguishes
bet”een strength or other “ariables for
“hich statistical data can be collected
and properly understood a“d those where
obj ective knowledge is lacking a“d where
their assessment requires appreciable
experience and judgement, for example,
with analysis assumptions i“ both
loading and response.

(3)

= Yc7fYm

This second method (hereafter
referred to as PSF) is sometimes
referred to as Level-1 method
became
common usage really makes
little if any reference to statist–
ical properties and merely relates
“nomim.1” values of design loads
a“d lowest strength and notional
stremgth models and/or lower-bound
The method was first
results.
applied to ships in 1978 (3).

I

LOAD

It is convenient to classify safety
concepts according to their degree of
sophistication.
Ref. (2) to which this
paper is really an extension (so detailed arguments will not be repeated here)
identifies three levels:
(a)

c/F

D:

~

,m.L.0,
m,

P&st

moment methods . essentially
,msafety factor<< approach where
a worst design load or “demand, D is
rclatet to a similarly dimensioned

0,s,6,
“,,”,s
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(c)

Full statistical

approach -

in

probabilities

failure

all

of

in

which

likely modes are added “sing
purely statistical data and methods
Pf = P{C < D}
If C and D are uncorrelated random
variables and both are time invariant
.
=
~
{FC(X) }fD(x)dx , or
Pf
}
.
= 1- 10{FD(x) } fc(x)dx

.

(4)

where f(x) and F(x) are probability
density and dis.trib”tio” functions
respectively for the C and D cur”es .
After much research by manv and e“couraq=ement from the iSSC (~) the
apprOach was first applied to ships
in 1972(6,7).

This might seem remarkable but is fairly
easily demonstrated” .
It was claimed
se”en years ago that some 30% of the
structural weight could be saved in large
ships (Faulkner, lSSC, 1973) .
This
claim can now be substantiated “a-y
easily and will be illustrated.
sOme
of this sa”ing comes of course from the
more realistic modelli”g of the limiting
conditions as well as from the mo=e
rational choice of load factors, but much
of it has been there to realise for a
long time.
The situation in warships is
quite different and both communities ha”e
much to gain simply by implementing
present knowledge with confidence, based
on successful previous designs.
1.1

More About Partial Safety Factors

It is beyond the scope of this paper
to rehearse in detail the rna”y aspects of
PSFS (see Refs. 2,3,8.12) .
Their use
now in many ci”il engineering codes
follows the general principles described
in the 1S0 2394 of 1973.
For multiple
loads (type i ) eguation (3) is frequently
expressed in the form

The author believes firmly in the level–3
apprOach (which is the only one able to
combine all modes of failure) but, recoqni.sing the formidable difficulties, the
Level-2 methods ha”e been advocated as
an interim stage (2) for much the same
reasons as advanced by Manso”r (4).

Yc ~ Yfi Dki ~ Cki/ym
1

(5)

where the partial factors are Yf related
to force uncertainties , ym to material
and fabrication factors and y= to the
nature of the structure and the economic
and social consequences of failure
(often omitted or considered to be s“bsumed in the other factors) .
The RHS
of eq. (5) may often in”ol”e interaction
equations in which case it has bee”
shown(n)
to be more consistent to in–
corporate Yf and Ym in the indi”id”al
terns.
Moreo”er, each of the i type
loads (e.g. live, dead, etc. ) ca” give
rise to indi”id”al j type forces on
elements of the str”ct”re.
The general
formulation then requires a double
summation

Since Ref. (2) concentrated on the
Safety index approach rather more
attention is paid in the paper to the
PSF level-2 approach, with some mention
of its current level–l treatment from
which most partial factors are deri”ed,
for example, in offshore codes.
The
PSF format, albeit mainly in level–l
format using nominal material properties
and “lower bound’, formulations , is proving to be acceptable and suited to the
design requirements which benefit
directly from improved knowledge.
ln conjunction with limit state
design the use of suitable PSF.5 will
result in greater economy a“d more con–
sistent safety or reliability than, for
example, elastic stress factor design.
Both are proven facts for Steel Bridge
desiqn.
Probabilistic calibration of
the draft Bs 5400 Part 3 shows (8), a“d 1
quote Baker(9) , “that components of
bridges designed to the existing standard
ES 153 vary by as much as 10 orders of
magnitude in their notional fail”xe
probability, a“d that by introducing a
partial factor format the following can
be achieved simultaneously:

Yc:

{ymj
~yfiDki/CkilnJ

~

1

(6)

J,
This may look formally complex, b“t it is
in essence what is implied in the more
advanced recent offshore codes (12).
Further guidance on the “se of i“ter–
action equations and other design
calculations to achieve greater con–
sistency and to reduce unnecessary
errors has just been provided (13) .
Finally, the following ranqes provide some idea of the emerging “alues of
the PSFS in c“rre”t use for abnormal or
extreme conditions

the average safety levels implied
by design to ES 153 ca” be
maintained:
the safety of the least reliable
components as designed to BS 153
can be considerably impro”ed;

Yf
Ym

average savings of about 6% in the
total amount of steel used can be
achie”ed.

~c

1.0 to 1.5
1.0 to 1.35
1.0 “s”ally

1.5 to 2.0
‘D
‘--zh consistency does not exist in ships .
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2

COMPARISONS
OF MERCHAWT
WARSHIP
DESIGNS

SHIP

AND

safety margins for transverse structure
rather than by justifying high longitudinal strength levels to a degree that is
bound to be somewhat arbitrary.
In fact,
except in way of double bottoms, the
interaction between transverse loads and
longitudinal strength has been found to
be small in single-skin warships (19)
and it is believed the same is true for
merchant ships (17).

years there
For about twenty–five
have been occasional
papers which compare the wave loading experienced
by
cargo ships, tankers and destroyers
(see, fOr eXaMPle, Refs. 14 and 15) .
But, only in the last decade have these
comparisons
extended to structural
safety in the two communities (2,7, 16) .
The debate following Ref. 2 was exten.
sive, and many contributors
questioned
the truth of the key finding that there
are far greater reserves of s’tre”gth
against upper deck compressive
collapse
in merchant
ships than in warships .
But not one single contributor
produced
any objecti”e
evidence which substanti–
ated their own beliefs or which could
test in any numerate way the validity
of the paper.
Many mentioned
the
omission of fatigue, transverse
strength
and other modes of failure.
In an
attempt to break through this inertia
of thought a“d acceptance
this present
paper therefore
examines some of the
and omissions of pre”ious
differences

work more closely.
modes of failure

Ref. 20 has paved the way by identifying and defining strength Reduction
and Load Magnification factors f and fl
which correspond to Ym and Yf ke~pect.
i“ely.
Their product Y
(assuming Yc
is subsumed. in ym and Yfy has “OW been
quantified for the primary strength of
23 na”.al and merchant ships, and this
will now be presented.
The derivation
narrati”e will be terse, since it is
based o“ pre”io”s work properly referenced. Rending moments are usefi for C
and D to obviate non-linear problems .
2.1

I

Analysis for Merchant ShiDs

Mans Our s data for 18 merchant ships
(12 tankers, 3 cargo ships, 2 bulk
carriers, 1 oil–ore carrier) ranging i“
LBP from 158.5 m (520 ft) to 328 m (1076
ft) has been used(4) .
The sea des–
cription was simplified by using long–
crested head seas and Pierson–Moskowitz
spectra for fully developed seas.
A
tYPical Middle East to North America
mission profile was chose
ships, as in Fig. 2, base 2 ::rR::.;:. the

Of the possible

Excessive yielding (not
initial yielding)
Buckling collapse
fracture (not
Fatigue
minor cracking)
Brittle fracture
the author has again quite uncompromisingly chosen inelastic ccrnpressi”e
buckling collapse for reasons which wi 11
not be repeated in detail (7,11,17) .
It
is certainly the most likely mode of
failure for upper decks in warships, and
in ninny merchant ships [17) and governs
the structural weight, efficiency and
cost in all ships (17,18) .
With level-l
or level–2 methods it is crucial to
identify a“d analyse the most likely
mode of failure.
The most popular argument against
taking advantage of weight sa”inq in
primary structure of merchant ships is
the possibility of fatiq”e becoming
No one has demonstrated
important.
recently that it is so, a“d cmnpariso”s
with much more highly stressed na”al
designs suggest the argument is correct
in principle but false in practical
Moreover, the debate and
terms (16).
reply to Ref. 2 itself demonstrated
that low stress levels, for example to
prevent fatigue, are not necessarily
linked with high margins against compressive buckling.

fig.~ AssumedshipFor

tanker No. 12 the mission profile i“–
eluded Marsden squares 1, 2,4 (North
Atlantic) , 12 (Mediterra”ea”) , 23,30, 31,
Z5,21 (Middle East to Far East) to
facilitate comparison with a na”al
frigate (7).
Ship no. 16 Waa a MARINER
class cargo ship wholly operating in the
North Atlantic to study the effect of a
The ships
more extreme environment (6).
were assumed to be underway for 300 days
a year over 20 Years of s.er”ice at 20
knots (or the maximum for the available
power in high sea states) and to be fully
loaded for half the time and i“ halfload for the remaining life.

Regarding transverse strength, of
course< transverse structure is im–
porta”t in maintenance of longitudinal
Howe”er , this is a problem
strength.
to be tackled directly by appropriate

—
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To obtain the ‘demand” curve the
wave response was evaluated using an NIT
strip theory program and added to the
still water moment to gi”e a total load.
The mean value of the extreme wave load
E
was obtained from a long–term
aff~lysis which linearly summed the mean
values of response for a range of
differing frequencies and appropriate
significant wave heights weighted for
times operating in each sea area (21).
The objecti”e “ariance of the wave
bending moment s; “as obtained from the
r.m. s. less the square of the mean “.alue.
The
cribed

procedure

has

been

fully

des–

7v,=

6

5-

856
1s41i

%

16-< ;
MARINER

1,

The strength or ,,capability$’mean
was

}

taken

simply

?“=UZ

where the
207 N/mm’
efficient
= O.13
“c

as:

2
1/

(7)

Y

18MERCHANT
SHIFS
RE6L.
5% [MARACTERISTIC
LOW and5TREffiTH
ASSUMING
NORMALDISTRIWJTIONS
“,.0.,3

,3X?O1WAVE ENCOUNTER
LOADand
5% NORMALSTRENGTH
v,.013

nominal yield was taken as
(13.4 tsi) and strength coof variation was assumed to be
throughout.

L_-----,.

01234

The above describes the procedure
adopted in Ref. 4 to obgain_the four
statistical parameters De , Cu , SD and Sc
from which the central safety factor 0
and safety index Bf were determined
However, the raw data are
using eq. (2).
not pro”ided in Ref. ,4and so O and k?f
were measured from Fvgs. 12 and 9, a“d
VD was estimated using r.m, ,s.“al”es
deri”ed from Figs. 6, 7 and a of Ref. 4.
Then if Y. is the overall partial safety
factor it follows that (see Fig. 1) :

~g~

Theoreticalsafety indicesof overa((
-partialsafety factors yam

The scatter i“ Fig. 3 in To is
particularly high and the mean values
and c .O.V.Sof both safety parameters
using the corrected “alues for ships 12
and 16 are:

m

The question mark against ships 12
and 16 are considered to be the correct
plots if Ve = 0.13 as stated in Ref. 4.
(The left hand plotted positions correspond to “ = 0.11 and 0.09 respectively,
which wer~ the “alues deri”ed in the
original references 7 a“d 6.
It seems
likely, therefore, that these values
were carried through Ref. 4 inad”ert–
The full line is a.mean curve
ently) .
faired through the points and the dotted
cur”e is obtained by eliminating 9 from
equations (2) a“d (8) and taking the
maximum positi”e root for 8, viz.

The L3f“al”es are of course identical
with those plotted against ship length
in Fig. 9 of Ref. 4 and Fig. 5 of Ref. 2.
2.2

AIX?.lY
sis for Naval Shi Ds

A similar theoretical analysis was
conducted for the 5 naval designs of
Ref . 2 ranging in length from 91.4 m
(300 ft)
to 153.9
m (505 ft).
There
would seen to be some -very significant
differences in both loading and strength
models, b“t this will be discussed
later.

l-k”
‘Cx
1 + kD”D ) 8 , where

and taking VC =0.13

5

This latter value VD = 0.12 w.c,”ldthere_
fore appear to be a reasonable “al”e for
the objecti”e component of the wave load
uncertainty appropriate for these
merchant ships and the method of calculation.

~. . 5 . ~{al
(8)
1 + ‘D”D
‘k
For 5% characteristic “alues and assuming
normal distributions (no serious error)
the k,s may be taken as 1.645.
Fig. 3
is a plot of the “alues of Bf and y. so
deri”ed.

Ye={

,,

5 NAVALDESIGNS
REE2.
u? +
‘? 4
0 =5“/.
CHARACTERISTIC
LOADASSUMED
----NO?.MPILY
01S7RlB0TED
and V,=0.16
I
—
USING
MOREACCURATE
LUSTRINITION
FROMEXTREME
STATISTICS
(“,_ 00851and
~“j
5% NORMALSTRENGTH
“,, 013
/l

3

(6,7).

Qlz\><.

TANKER
12------ ‘
,.
13,43
7,

The a.ss”med ship life was 25 years
with 120 days a year underway and operating entirely in the North Atlantic in
Marsden squares 1 - 2, 6 - 11, 16- 18.

and VD =0.12.
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The lSSC (1967) two-parameter spectrum
was used and short crested seas were
assumed with a cos 2 spreading function
– which seems to be justified by recent
Directionality “as
measurements (22).
derived from ships log data assuming the
predominant waves came from the same
source [direction) as the wind.
A
SCORES linear strip theory was used which
calculates the vertical mean square wa”e–
induced bending moments amidships at a
number of heading and speeds in a variety
of seas of unit wane height.
These
responses are weighted for time in sea
areas and suruned in the usual “ay using
the environmental data (21) .
The socalled “long-term” wave bending moment
probability distribution used in much of
the Ship Structure Committee “ork (23,26)is
illustrated in Fig. 4 for naval design B,
a,l10
m (360 ft) frigate.
Her speed is
9.3 knots and hoggi”q still water moment
M = 34.3 MNITI(11, 290 tcmf ft) and
e Yastic section modulus for the upper
deck is Z = 1.054 m’ (5,360 in’ ft).

Thus the mean “alue of the total extreme
sagging moment and its objecti”e c .o.”.
are:

B

e

= 229. 9-34.3

= 195.6 MNm
(64,410 tcmf ft)

v
= (16.6/195.6) X 100% = 8.5%
OD
This is in fact the average value of the
objective load uncertainty for the 5
naval designs (range 7.0 to 9.5%) and
it will be seen to be appreciably lower
than the 11-12% average value for the
merchant ships based on long-crested
To this has to be ,,added’,the
seas.
A lengthy
subjective uncertainty.
discussion (2) suggested that for the
naval designs this was unlikely to be
less than 15%, close to Lewis’s suggested
14.9%(26).
Some feeling for this unexplained scatter may be gained from
Fig. 5 (27) which compares the lSSC two–
parameter spectrum with a number of
measured wave spectra for 13–14 m high
For ships of L = 90 to 150 m
waves.
the value uTj/2n of mOst interest lies
between 0.8 and 1.2.

FigL. Wove bend,ng
momentprobabilities
..—
-—
fornaval deslg~

However, it should be noted that e“e.lu.
sting the mean and variance of a demand
based upon this type of long-term dis–
tribution would not only yield different
sets of safety measures from those abo”e
(as pointed out in Ref. 2) but based ~S
it is on a probability per cycle it is
incompatible with a capability curve
that is not related to cycles of stress.
tie therefore require the probability
distribution of the highest bending
moment ever likely to be experienced
in the ship, s expected lifetime.
This
has been evaluated as described in Ref. 2
and is superimposed on F ig. 4 as an
objective histogram at a cummulati”e
probability of 1/(3 x 107) , there being
about 3x 107 wave cycles of 8.5 sec.
mean encounter period in the “essel ‘s
lifetime of 3,000 days at sea.
By
taking first and second moments of this
histogram, and by adding a (AMlr)2/12
variance correction for the internal
width, gives the mean value and objective variance of the extreme wave nmme”t.
This Jeacls to (see Appendix A & Refs. 24,25):
iiw = 229.9 MNm
sow =

16.5 MNm

Eg,5.[cnnporis.an
ofspedmlshape
vmhfianfm.SSC-268
Thus the total loading ““certainty would
for these se”ere seas be at least:
“D =

/’8.52 + 153

but a lower value of VD = 0.16 was
adopted to enable direct use of data from
Ref. 2.
The ultimate bending model eq. (7)
adopted for tbe merchant ships would be
quite inadequate for the 5 naval designs
with their low safety levels and slender
scant lings giving rise to nominal compression strength parameters @n varyin9
Equations (17)
from about 0.53 to 0.74.
and (18) and the data in Table 111 of
ln essence this
Ref. 2 were used.
model may be expressed as:
Eu=ii”=$o

(75,710 tonf ft)
(5,440 tonf ft)
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= 17.2%

YYnzo” y

acd aS

(lo)

!-1
i

~

where, ‘yn ‘s t% “nominal” yield strength
used in the design and:

OY =

fn($n, ay)

(11)

where 0“ is from design formulations

and
codes,
is a correction
factor for the
aY
e.ystematlc error in yield strength .?.s
determined
from sampled data, CLcd is a
systematic
correction
to compression
design codes, and aS allows for cross.
These have been
section effects.

described fully in Ref. 2 (see also the
discussion at page 25) , but a slightly
modified model will be presented later
in this paper.
vr was taken as 0.13
as before(2) and the effect of vari–
ations in this and in VD will be examined
parametrically.

Measured “alues for design B(2, 15,
22) provide a basis for a best-fit curve
which has bee” incorporated in F ig. 4
a“d it will indeed be seen to be well
below the theoretical curve.
It is
pointed o“t, ho”ever, that this measured
curve can only be an approximation since
the data are deri”ed from “ret”rn period,,
graphs of the sort presented in Ref. 15.
The return per iod is the a“eraqe period
between exceede”ces of stresses (or
moments) of a certain le”el and so some
ass”rnptions ha”e bee” made in order to
superimpose the results on the long-term
cumulative probability plot.
Accuracy
is nevertheless considered to be s“ff–
icient for the present discuss ion,. and
the values accord with those gi”en i“
the discussion of Ref. 2,
2.3

The”, assuming normal distributions
an; applying equations (8) and (9), and
using f? (or 6) from Table VI of Ref. 2,

?.nalvsis of Bottom

Str”ct”re

Similar approximate
analyses have
bee” carried out for the bottom structure
of a typical lonaitudinallv
stiffened
scantcargo ship using current ,,rule’,
li”gs and for naval design B.
The cargo

the ove~all PSF y
for 5% characteristic
loads and strengt R s was evaluated
for
the 5 naval designs a“d is plotted in
Fig. 3 as points on the ~
line.
Also shown as the U
line are the more
accurate Values of y. using the properly
cierived extreme nave moment with a 5%
probability
of exceedence,
which can be
approximately
derived as illustrated
in
in Ref. 2.
Fig. 4 and discussed
But

ship is 160 m long (525 ft) with a
N. Atlantic mission profile (to be comparable with ship 16) .
In both designs
the extreme load pressure effects were
approximately allowed for.
With
similar load a“d strength uncertainties
as those assumed for the deck structure
[0.12, 0.13) the safety margins are:

this, however, assumes “G is qi”e” Omy
by the objective U“certalnty of about
8. 5%, which is “hy the PSF appears

w

higher i“ spite of the skewness of ex–
treme p.d. f. toward the higher values.
The
scatter in Fig. 3 in 6f is
particularly high and the mean values
and C.O.V. s of the two safety parameters
for the 5 ships are tabled below,
For
a larger population the C.O.V. S may be
slightly smaller, but the means “ould
probably be similar.

The safety parameters are between 40.45%
of those tabled in Section 2.1 for
Merchant Ships.
Also included in Fig. 3 as the chain.
dotted curve is the corresponding PSF
“sing the most probable (mode) lifetime
load aS Dk as given in Table 111 of
Ref. 2.
It was there argued (section
3.3.1. 2) that, althouah in theory there
was a 63% chance of ~xceeding t~is
theoretical modal value of the extreme,
the actual probability (in most designs) ,
based on measured strains, is only about
2%.
It may therefore provide an accept–
able characteristic load.

Of greater interest, perhaps, are
the results of two similar analyses for
tranz versely framed ships - tbe WOLVERINE
STATE of length 151 m (496 ft) and: a
fictitious but current “rule design,’
na”al ship of length 120 m (394 ft) .
The former belonged to a class of cargo
ships extensively studied for the Ship
Structure Committee and included service
strain rneas”rements which picked up
significant slam induced values z 50 N/mmz
This class of ship operated
(3.22 tsi) .
in tbe N. Atlantic and are slightly
smaller than the NARINER ship 16.
The
.a”alysis is presented in Appendix B
(which also includes a analysis for the
transversely framed deck) .
Three tkinas
stand o“t:
a)

Outer bottom safety measures
for
are very much lower than
the deck, with likely values
lying between B = 1.7 *r?
2.1 and yo=0.9fane
1.?

b)

There are large Var; zb: 1 >::es
in safety measures ~-.~ t?ese
arise mainly fr03 cal~lation
+–
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assumptions
formulations
loads
c)

concerning
and still

strength
water

b)

1 over-safe,
11 lo”–safety

The range of still water moments
is quite significant and can
affect safety levels appreciably, especially in low safety
designs

Tra”s”erse
framing is allowed in,
for example, Lloyd’ s Register current
rules for ships of length 120 m or less.
The structure would generally be cheaper
to build and often weight is less critical than in deck structure.
A “rule
design” naval ship (120 m) was therefore
examined which was close in specification
A double
to a current design (32).
bottom structure was adopted with trans–
verse frames at 700 mm (27.5 in) spacing,
llmm tkick lB and 18 mm OB which are
acceptable within the rules (but 5% of
the plate thickness was ignored to allow
for corrosion, mill–scale, rolling
tolerances,
etc.
) .
The lifetime
(3 x 107) extreme hogging compression
Stress ln the OB 1S 158 N/nm12 (10.2 tsi)
which leads to the following results
according to whether mean compression
failure stress (0 in N/mm’) is assessed
by Refs. 29 or 30~

OB
ZU

l“ner Bottom
Ziu
Bf
Yo

km
Ref.

c)

In spite of the different assumP–
tions made the ‘$
line UP” of the
curves through the merchant and
naval ships is good, and supports
the basis argued for the many
comparisons made i“ Ref. 2 which
“ill not be repeated here

d)

The two zones rather suggest that
PSF y. may be a preferred basis
for design of merchant ships
because of the large spread in yo,
“hereas ‘3fmay be preferred in
na”al deslans “here the lack of
sensitivity+ of safety to Y. is
more obvious

e)

Whate”er the choice, the author
sees no reason to depart from the
advice given in Ref. 2 concerning
appropriate safety levels to use
in design, especially i“ view of
the low safety implicit in certain
This was:
bottom structures.

(29)

Bf = 3.0 for merchant ships

The still water bending stress in the OB
is 72 N/mmz (4.7 tsi) compression and so
it follows that the IB would undoubtedly
be in a state of near collapse e“en
before the ship left harbour.
This of
course ignores the “hard spot,, and other
effects (73,74) and the strain limitation
imposed by the greater strength of the OB
but it is unlikely that tbe current rules
make even implicit allowemce for these
factors.
The actual design was 122 m
long and some longitudinal stiffening
was introduced (32) .
ComDarati”e Remarks

Fig. 3 for upper deck safety dis–
plays a very large range and suggests
certain important points for consider–
ation:
a) E“en the least safe merchant ships
ha”e higher Bf and y “alues than
for the safest na”al”design, and
the differences i“ their mean
safety le”els are orders of magnitude apart (in terms of probab–
ility of failure pf)

and

It ca” be shcwn (2,4) that at the
uPPer end of zone I (tanker 12)
one order change in Pf is approx–
imately equivalent to changes in
@f of about O. 5 and in Y. of about
1.0, but toward the lower e“d of
zor,e 11 (naval design B) the
corresponding changes are approximately 1.0 and 0.2 respectively,
indicating a distinct re”ersal in
sensitivities

(30)

2.4

Indeed the two groups of ships
fall into two quite distinct zones
which may be categorised as:

6f = 1.5 for naval designs
Ho”e”er, “al”es of 6 in the range
4.0 to 4.5 may be mo F e acceptable
to classification societies until
greater confidence is gained.
such “al”es imply a Y of just
under 1.0 for “a”al d~signs (val”~
less than unity exist in supposedly
successful ships) and y = 1.5 to
1.7 for merchant ships $ithin the
assumptions made in the analysis.
f)

The adoption of e“en these safety
measures in merchant ships (clearly
conservative when compared with
certain bottom structure safety
levels) would result in appreciable
weight saving (see later) .

It should be stressed that the safety
measures discussed are “notional,, in the
sense that they depend upon the assumptions made in the analysis, ea. mission
profile, type of loading analysis, c.o.”.
of load and strength.

b)/
——

TWO other
interesting
observations
regarding
upper deck safety arise from
the results tabled at the beginning
of
section 2.3 for a modern cargo ship and
The increased
a rule naval design B.

safety levels for the latter compared
with the actual design supports the
contention of unnecessary conservatism
in present rules, and this may also be
borne out by the safety level for the
modern cargo ship being somewhat greater
than for the NARINER ship 16.
One would
have hoped with recent reductions in
section modulus requirements (which
dominate the strength model eq (7) for
the merchant ships) that these oversafe
safety margins would have reduced.
However, one should perhaps not read
too much into the result for o“e
fictional ship.

TABLE I

Y. values
Bf

3

PARAMETRIC

STUDIES

Following
the pattern of Ref . 2 the
variation
of the safety parameters
W3S
examined over a credible range of the
This was done directly from
variables.

For example, for the
eqs. (8) and (9).
three values of safety index suggested,
that is, 1.5, 3.0 and 4.5, Table 1 shows
the variation in the 5% PSF for “al”es of
v from O.1O to 0.15 and v= 0.10 to 0.20

a Gawning the di,strib”tio”s
are approximately normal.
Also shown is the corresponding “ariation
in Central Safety
Factor for one value of “c = 0.125.

It “ill be seen that for a given Bf
the PSF y is barely sensitive to v
and only ?ncreases significantly “i?h
for the larger, and therefore less
“G
For 6 = 1.5,
1 POrtant values of B .
Y decreases with inc $easing va fues of
v“
as o“e might intuitively ex–
p~c~db~?
only very slightly.
However,
for the two higher safety indices y
increases as bath “ and v increas ? .
This behaviour may ~eem st P a“ge on first
sight, but of course to maintain the same
safety index as v a“d v increase, the
central safety fa star ‘S~lso has to
increase, and this is illustrated for
one value of Vc in Table 1.
y is more
sensitive to Vc because it Will”be see”

“c

.

‘c=
“D

e
“c

.

“c .

0.10

0.125

0.15

0.125

0.89
0.88
0.87
0.86
0.86

0.88
0.86
0.85
0.84
0.84

0.86
0.85
0.84
0.83
0.82

1.28
1.31
1.34
1.37
1.40

1.12
1.12
1.12
1.13
1.14

1.16
1.16
1.16
1.16
1.16

1.24
1.22
1.21
1.21
1.21

1.71
1.76
1.82
1.88
1.94

1.44
1.46
1.47
1.49
1.51

1.67
1.67
1.67
1.68
1.69

2.08
2.06
2.o4
2.o3
2.o3

2.45
2.53
2.62
2.72
2.83

6f=l.5:
0.10
0.125
0.15
0.175
0.20
6f =3.0:

Finally, it appears that in merchant
ships whilst the safety levels of transversely stiffened
decks is no less than
for longitudinally
stiffened
decks, the
same cannot be said of the strength of
The results i“
bottom structure.

Appendix B indicate low safetY and a
great sensitivity to assumptions concerning compression strength and still water
loads.
The last observation in section
2.3 also suggests present rules for IZO ~
(394 ft) ships could lead to very low
safety, if not to unsafe, bottom structure
designs.
There is therefore strong
evidence to suggest that the treatment
of deck and bottom structure in current
rules can be quite inconsistent as regards
safety.

Variation i“ the 5% Partial
Safety Factor Y. and Central
Safety Factor 9 for three values
of Safety Index 6f a“d a range
of Vc and v=

0.10
0.125
0.15
0.175
0.20
Bf =4.5:
0.10
0.125
0.15
0.175
0.20

from eq. (9) that the term 6 v i“ the
fic
denominator exerts a domina t role especially for the larger values of Bf.
5f itself will be seen from eq. (2) to be
more influenced by “_ than bv v_ due to
the effect of 6 ik tke denomlna
‘P or.
Physically, of course, for a gi”en C.O.V.
Sc will always be greater than SD for
e’> 1, so the greater effect of “c than
vD–on safety is understandable, if perhaps surprising, at first sight.
Parametric studies were also carried
o“r to gain some insight into the effect
on safety of different zones of oneratio”
heading ~nd short-crested sea .maiysis.
The findings are:
a)

Operating in the northern N .Atlantic
zones 1 and 2 gives rise to 5-lo%
higher bending loads than for mitlAtlantic zones 6 a“d 7: operating
on a worldwide mission profile
reduces bending by 5–10%.

b)

Either of these two changes is about
equivalent
to one order of magniof
tude change in the probability
failure for the low–safety
naval
designs, and O“lY about one-third
of an order of magnitude
change in
p
for high safety ships such as
T~nker 12.
It follows that de–
fining the mission profile as
accurately
as possible
is important
in naval design$ b“t is unimportant
for merchant
ships.

Using short–crested,
as distinct
from long-crested,
analysis re–
duces the extreme wave bending

theoretical line (except in the mid
range) , this fact is of little signific–
ante in relation to the suitability of
the theoretical spectrum to represent sea
conditions of this severity.
It would
be “rong therefore to assume an additional
random uncertainty of 30.5% and it was a
matter of judgement that about half this
value (15%) was taken as the subjective
uncertainty for the naval designs as in
section 2.3 leading to a total uncertainty of at least 17%, and very likely
nearer 20% (2) for extreme loads.

moment by about 20% in the naval
designs which is equivalent to 2
or 3 orders in D. . about 1 order
change in p rni”g%tbe expected
for the rner~hant ships.
Takinq account of the shio s
heading is not important ~ut may
be so with lcmg–cresed
analysis .

d)

These findings should be used for q“idAlthough it may be tempting
ance only.
to stay with the greater simplicity of
long–crested analysis, most important
problems i“ ship motion a“d stressing are
realistically
crested seas.

concerned

with

short.

Then the coherence between
the ship motion and the exciting wave
fdrces is not one, and attempting to
relate motions (and stresses in part-i=–
ular) with point wave observations
presents special clifficulties.
4

ADDITIONAL

REMARKS

UN

Because there are fewer larger waves
it is likely that this uncertainty will
be reduced for longer ships, and this
seems to be confirmed by Figs. 49-51 of
Ref . 27 which present short–term bending
moment responses in terms of “can RMS
and standard deviations for three ships.
From this data the cov, s are:

I

Ship

I

L (m)

I

Cov

%

I

UNCERTAINTIES

Ref. 2 debated the topic fairly
fully and so the present remarks are confined to new data and analyses.
4.1

Wave Loadinu

The WOLVERINE STATE is small (but margin–
ally larger than the “a”al designs) , the
SL-7 is a fast large container ship, and
the UNIVERSE IRELAND is a very large
tanker.
Assuming, as a matter of judqe ment, a subjective uncertainty of one
half times 20% say (= 10%) and “adding
i“’,the objecti”e uncertainty of 11-12%
gives a total VD of 15-16% for extreme
loads .

Wane heiaht.
Section 2.2 referred
to Fig. 5 which compares seven measured
wave spectra for severe seas from the
N. Atlantic with the lSSC tw’0-Dalamete.r
spectrum.
form_
(Mathematical spec&l
ulations are nevertheless required
because of the limited availability of
such wave data). Defining “bias’, as the
measured means + the theoretical spectrum
a statistical analysis of the measured
data of interest f~r the naval designs
yields:

Lenoth of records. The significance
of this is discussed in Ref. 7 (and “O
It can
doubt also at this Symposium) .
be seen from the above table that whilst
the average bias (systematic error) is
negligible, this is largely because of
the o“e high value at a /271 = O.8.
For
the other values a syst &matic error of
10-20% would appear reasonable, and is
in line with the relatively short period
over which the data were collected. when
usi”q Ref. 21 (7 year data collection)
directly a systematic error of about this
same order should be considered for fully
operated ships over 20-25 year lines.
Howe”er, it is best to .?.11o”for this
explicitly in long-term analyses (7).

U1

z
Bias
Cov ,%

0.8

0.9

1.35

0.92

36

22

1.0

1.1

1.2

0.83

0.81

0.91

38

27

39

O“er this range the a“erage bias = 0.96
and cov = 30. 5%.
Although these data are
measured and therefore might be regarded
“objective’,they nevertheless. cannot be
used with any certainty.
We may assume
the non–dimensional plotting ensures that
a single line eliminates “aciations in
the spectra resulting from small differences in HI s and TI.
difference detween each ~~et~ven
spectral shapes and the single mea”
theoretical spectrum represents actual
variations in shape (27) .a”dwould
naturally lead to a scatter in the
response spectra as well as in the RMS
E“en though the mean spectrum
values.
is not appreciably different from the

Ship soeed and form. Fig. 6 from
Ref. 14 shows the results from experi–
ments with a large tanker and destroyer
models at realistically low heiqhts for
The
the wave heights prevailing.
closed circles are the results from
experiments at unrealistically high
speeds.
It will be seen that speed appreciably increases the wave–induced sagging
222

wave height approach to extreme
wave moments in na”al designs
given by:
He = L/10

I

1

~g~

...

=lOmfor

from SS[-156

and does
stress in

These
are certainly dynamic effects probably
caused by slamming, and will be discussed
i“ the next section.

The full lines drawn in Fig. 6 are
uPPer bOunds for the open circles which
are the realistic wave-encounter responses
They illustrate the nonfor the models.
linearity of bending response with wave
height, which is thought to be mostly
attributable to ships form and in which
case statically derived form corrections
ca” be applied to ship theory bending
response, as described earlier.
The
reduction in wave hogging moments is
quite noticeable for the destroyer and
suggests there may be a limiting upper
value (such as upper deck edge effects) .
Non-linearity wave moment umcertai”tie.s
have also been detected in recent sea
trial s(33) .

Linear strip theory generally b“t
nd always o“erpredicted bending
moments - by typically 30% . and
an example is ill”.strated for
naval design B in Fig. 4.

b)

But there was “o consistency in
this and the “scatter, if considered as random had a cov of
around 20%.

c)

Tbe revised data applied to Fig. 2
of Ref. 2 would ha”e provided ample
justification for an effecti”e

10 m

Of greater interest, perhaps, are
the recent measurements of S1.zm-induced
stresses since this still remains the
biggest u“k”o”” for primary bendinq in
fast ships ha”ing full forward form
and/or bow flare.
The early measure.
ments on a dry-cargo ship (23) have
recently been augmented by those in a
fast container ship (34) and in two
naval frigates (22).
These trials have
shown that slam-induced vibratory
stresses can indeed coincide with the
maximum wave-encounter sagging moments
as was feared.
Their magnitude i“
naval desiq” C(22) is about 50 N/mm’
(3.2 tsi) compression in the upper deck.
It has been estimated that this addition
to wave encounter stress would reduce
the o“erall PSF based on a lifetime Dk
and 5% strength for design c by about
O. 5 which is equi”ale”t to at least two
orders of magnitude in probability of
failure terms.
Of tour se the wane
encounter stresses were “ot i“ either
ship a“y”here near their extremal
values when these slams occurred, hut
it is know” that damage has occurred in
merchant and naval ships.
New theor.
etical methods are enerqing, for example,
the UCL modal analysis (31), which should
lead to joint probability functions for
combining wave–encounter and slamming
effects.
What the captain does is
another matter, but the designer should
attempt to define and cater for the worst
reali=tic or credible operational extreme
combination.

Full-scale
measurements and slammi”q.
Ref. 2 referred to measured strzins in
naval designs following the lines of that
first reported 15 years ago (15).
The
reDIY to the discussion (2) save the latest
re~i~ed naval data and demo; strated three
things:

a)

L>

100 m

Some of the large discrepancy in (a) can
be attributed to the notional nature of
the environmental data used for the ccvnparisons (the ships 8 logs were not used
because they are incomplete) .
Designs
D and A ran into particularly stormy
weather which is reflected in their high
measured wane induced moments giving
rise to stress amplitudes (123 and 211
N/mmi respectively) , much higher than
even the highest range of stress ever
recorded on merchant ships.
There are
also substantial doubts as to how best to
convert measured strains into moments in
naval ships because of structural slenderness, section modulus, and other uncertainties.
These are some of the
reasons “hy prediction of bending moments
and comparisons with theory are generally
much less satisfactory than, for example,
comparisons of ship motions (22,23) .
Indeed the whole situation for na”al
ships seems to be far from satisfactory,
although the gaps in our knowledge are
slowly closing.
For mercha”k ships the
situation is a little better (33).

&perimentnl wave bendingmomentresu[ts

moment for the destroyer
form,
cause some increase in hogging
both the tanker and destroyer.

for L ~
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,!i

4.2

Hull

Girder

Strenath

lL~
random errors
in the variables contributing to strength
the writer believes there are systematic
errors which in most cases are largely
ignored, but which are very significant
and rather more important than random
errors.
Indeed, it is quite likely that
were it not for the presence of these
systematic errors (most of them estimated
conservatively) there would have been
several upper deck failures in na”al
designs.
(The recent failures in upper
decks of certain container ships arise
for quite different reasons which ha”e
little to do with overall safety and will
Therefore, as innot be discussed) .
dicated in section 2.2 it is guite
inadequate to use eq. (7) which was
adopted for.ultimate bending strength
The suggested
for merchant ships.
strength formulations are:
Whilst

where

are

many

Flu =

‘$yoynzmyacda~

o
Y

=

l-uy+a$

=

‘5 /a
Y w

aY
and

there

1.3

(lo)

}

‘cd =

:12)

‘erms

<C3=0,

,

Ocl

U=
s

= 1.05

,

GC20 = 0.1

errorsin

example, the “al”e of 1.35 show” in F ig. 7
corresponds
to the lower bound correction
“hen using statistical methods for assessing the safety of pressurised end
closures
- see also Fig. 8.
If
owners and designers are serious about
less conservative more efficient structural design then in many buckling
determined structures there is attractive
scope for guaranteeing something above
lower bound values by “ay of control of
imperfections once appropriate numerical
techniques ha”e been est.abiished and
backed up by experiments to co”er the
likely range of imperfections.

Defining the
‘ $xmeter
= OuY/%
‘he cOm–
Dress ion strenuth Dar
comected
for
~he expected s?ste~atic error in yield
is the nominal accept–
ante
‘trength’
value and
of y
“Yn
eld strength, and
@n = Oun/Gyn is the associated nOminal
compression strength parameter “sing the
nominal yield strength;
‘cd is a systematic correction for compression design
codes having up to three components which
are ocl ,? 1 a constant value, ~c2 (=uC2-1)
a POS1tl Ve ~
factor varying with
structural slenderness, and CC3 (= ‘3=3– 1)
a Positive reduction factor varying with
structural slenderness;
as allows for
redistribution through the ship crosssection following initial collapse of the
weakest, gross –panel in the section (18,35,
36) - it was 1.13 for the naval design
with the lowest residual m- reserve
strength, and was sometimes much more.
TYPical cOn~ervative values assumed for
these designs are:
= 1.1

Types of systematic

bucklinq
codes

(11)

~cz =

aY

(.1.35)

t!

Fig 7.
y.

d,,

ecZ (Or ?C2) is a variant of acl to
allow some correction for the unnecessary
pessimism implicit in design formulations
for certain slender structures o“er the
range of nominal ~ = O. 5 Lo 1.0 (where
must be 1.0 to avoid au exceeding
:~~ie ~~:s=c~;~Pon:~.to
a slenderness
The use of
single–bay test data for compression
strength is an example of such a“ error,
and analysis of actual grill age test
data when compared “ith such widely used
formulations suggests CC2 lies in the
range O.1 to O.2 and is o ?ten closer to

,

0.2.

1.15

A good example of ac3 (or <c~) is
the slenderness safety coefficient K in
certain offshore codes (12).
See eq. (13)
later.
It “aries from 1.0 to 1.3 foishell structures and is shown for a
tYPical ran9e of knock-down factors in
Fig. 7.
It is int”iti”ely attractive,
perhaps, to ester for the greater sensitivity to shape imperfections expected
in slender str”ct”res.
But its “se has
bee” challenged when “sing a lower-bound

The three components of acg are represent–
ed in Fig. 7 .ss a plot aga~nst the nominal
slenderness parameter and they will now
be explained more fully.
The der ive.tion
of eq. (11) and (12) is outlined in Ref. 2
(and its discussion p 25) .
A typical example of acl is the use
of lower–bound buckling curves.
For
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approach to design (37) and recent
numerical
studies (38) not only support
this contention
but go further by sug-qest–
ing that the effects of practical
shape
imperfections,
as given for example in

codes, are negligible at the slender end
but still significant at the stocky end
This is a
of the slenderness scale.
reversal of the effect of c which has
also recently been illustrated i“ ring

stiffened cylinder structures (13) where
it has been suggested K should not be
used, that is,take ac3 = 1.0.
The use
in the same offshore codes of the po,st–
bucklinq factor ‘4 (an inverse mcl) has
also been challenged (13) and a re–
appraisal of all safety coefficients
is recommended.
This reference also
examines the use of the so-called
reduced slenderness parameter X and other
formulations for inelastic effects in
stiffened shell structures since most
structures fail elasto–plast ically.

This seems some”hat high compared with
values nearer to 1.1 for more recent
designs and so a mean value of 1.18 will
he assumed.
Taking v ~ = 0.30
(“dues
between 0.25 and 0.35 ave recently
bee”
suggested following the work of Kim and
others used in Ref. 40) and assuming the
above analysis approximately refers to
the 5% characteristic extreme e“”iron mental load, it follo”s for “orrnal dis–
tributions that the mean loac+:
B = Dk/(l +1.645

For moderately slender compression members a va~ue of 1.24 has been suggested
(39) fOr C /c which, as expected, is
s1ight ly lgwe~ than ym a= = 1415 x 1.1
= 1.27 for yielding.
Hence it follows
that the central safety factor is approximately given by 6 = (1.24 x 1.18)/0.67
= 2.18.
Taking Vc = 0.17 as in (39) and
VD = 0.30 aS above, and assuming normal
distributions, it follows that the
safety index and 5% overall PSF are
approximately:

To illustrate the range of slenderness parameters for the deck str”ct”res
examined in the five naval designs, the
following results may be of interest:
A,/bt = 0.11 to 0.32
@ =(k/t)q

Ef =2.5

= 0.40 to 0.85

dE/oyn = 26 to 30
gives a nominal range of ~n from
0.4 to 0.64, with corrected “alues used
for assessing the safety parameters from
0.54 to 0.74(2).
The ranae of slendernesses in the merchant ,shi~s is much
smaller ($ close to 1.0) a“d could
clearly be relaxed in many places i“
view of the more than adequate safety
This would sane con–
incorporated.
struction costs.
COMPARISONS

WITH

OTHER

I

whatever the assumptions, it will
De seen tnat tnese satetv indices are
appreciably lower than f~r ‘the upper
deck of any of the 18 merchant ships a“d
fall in tbe middle of the naval design
band i“ Fig. 3.
On the other hand, the
overall partial safety factor range is
greater than that for the naval designs,
and slightly greater than for some of
the merchant ships.
This apparent
anomaly, of course, arises because of
the appreciably higher CO” S in offshore
structures, which, as judged some years
ago, are about twice those applicable to
extreme loads and response in ships (41).
The results also lie in a zone where a
preference for the safety index or the
PSF approach is not clear, a“d i“ view
of the greater acceptance of the latter
to most engineers it is naturally adopted.

This

5

, Y. = 1.6

A range of altermtive
approximations
gave 0 = 2.0 to 2.2 and pro”ided values
of Bf = 2.3 to 2.8 and y. 1.5 to 1.8.

= 1.93 to 4,03

A = (l/mKc) ~

“D) = 0.67 Dk

MARINE

STRUCTURES
Most of the impetus for semiprobabilistic methods for marine structures has been provided by offshore codes
in conjunction with the so-called limit
A version of
state approach to design.
the safety eq. (5) in one-dimensional
form is (12):

Similar studies for submersibles (37)
show that end closure safety indices
range from 3.4 to 3.8 with overall 5%
PSFS ranging from 1.7 to 1.9.
The ring
stiffened cylindrical pressure hull of
submarines also have similar safety
levels.
Two things are noted also from
the reference:

On the basis of the bias ratio for the
100-year wave to the annual wave being
1.3 this value is freq”e”tly taken to be
the value for Yf for extreme environmental loads (39,12) .
For say a 25–year
life with mean annual wane encou”tei-s
Of 5 x 10’ then n . 125 x 10’ lifetime
encounters and from Ref. 39:
Bias = 1 + log 100/log n = 1.25
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a)

the relatively high safety indices
arise in particular because of the
low standard de”iation of the load,
which is closely controlled in
operation

b)

for the ring stiffened elements the
concept of “guaranteed strength’m is

L

meters for the safety indices recommended
in section 3 are:

acceptable (with a safety factor of
1.5) , but as can be seen from Fig. 8
there is a significant probability
that tests on a practical structure
may fall below any lower bound
curve drawn as a result of test
data from a relatively small sample.

&

For these reasons a PSF or even a safety
factor approach to design is entirely
Direct comparison with
adequate.
surface ships results is again not so
easy, but in this case is due to the low
covs pertaining.

10
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If 5% PSF is used .?,
s a design criteria
the corresponding values are:
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2.29

0.46

Of course, some of the structural steel
weight does not contribute to overall
strength and so the potential for weight
sa”ing may be less than is indicated by
(1-r).
But even taking only two thirds
of this value it can be seen that this
design has the potential for 30-40%
“eight saving, which justifies the more
modest ,1
20-30% or perhaps more’< claim
The steel
made eight years ago (42),
mass for this design would be around
12,300 tonnes, so taking say 35% of this
represents a saving of N
tonnes.
Presumably the saving in nm”ey would
also be significant and be measured in
millions of dollars.
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4.01

SHIPS

It
is
not
of couzse practical to
redesign in detail the hull crosssection, but it is possible to reevaluate a section modulus z to the
requirements recommended in section
Subscripts r will he used to
2.4.
denote the revised (and reduced) values
for the merchant ships 12 and 13.
The
loading will be assumed to be unchanged,
b“t the ultimate moment will be reduced
as shown by the dotted line in fig. 1.

wbe” this tanker was designed in
1964 the under deck flat bar longitud–
i“als had d/t ratios of 21 which would
only ensure compressive strength in the
In 1975
range O.72 to 0.79 of yield.
the rules required ratios not more than
16.5, a“d nowadays this is eve” smaller
to give compression tripping strengths
close to yield.
Thus over little more
than a decade such upper decks have
increased in compression strength by
The re–
perhaps as much as 20–25%.
duction in required section modulus
over this same period has not even
matched this demonstrable increase i“
strength, much less taken advantage of
the greater knowledge acquired.

Using the simple strength model
eq. (7) it follows from !5eremaining ~n.
changed that the reduction factor r is:

(14)
If we assume that VD and v remain u“changed (the latter being ~etermined
largely by yield strength variation) ,
then we can determine br from the re”ised
safety index Bf using eq. (9) a“d hence r
Tbe revised yor is then
from (14).
This has bee” e“a.lugiven by eq. (8).
ated for ships 12 and 13.

The oil–ore carrier ship 13 “as
analysed in a similar way, being selected from the middle range of safety of
The potential saving in this
Fig. 3.
case (on the same basis) is over 20%,
There
which again is quite significant.
is scope for weight saving in the naval
designs by closing down the spacing of
longitudinal stiffeners, but of course
the construction cost in this case would
certainly increase.

Ship 12 is a very safe 92,600 tonnes
displacement tanker of LBP . 236 m studied
extensively.
Her safety parameters are
Bf = 6.03, 5% Y. = 3.24 and 8 = 4.94.
With the same cov assurnptio”s as before
the reduced section modulus and para–

stress lewels would increase i“–
versely with weight saving, .?md so
226

greater attention to structural details
would be advisable to minimise fatigue
The cost involved in achieving
damage.
this would be a small percentage of the
Much more highly
overall saving.
stressed naval ships have little or no
fatigue problems.
Finally, although construction cost
alone bas been mentioned, when savings
in weight of the order suggested above
are possible then there should also be
scope for appreciable saving in fuel
bills throughout the ship’s life, as
suggested recently (43) .
7

SUMMASY

AND

5)

The safety parameters a“d especially
the o“erall PSF Y. are very much
more sensitive to variability in
strength than to “amiability ir load

6)

H.a?e”er, the cov for extreme load
is generally underestimated and
values of 15% for most merchant
ships, and perhaps 20% for na”al
ships, are more realistic than those
used in previous studies

7)

The ultimate bending strength model
adopted i“ merchant ships is very
crude and is only acceptable be–
cause the hull is over-designed:
by contrast much more sophisticated
model ling is necessary when con–
sidering safety of naval ships

8)

The safety levels in offshore
structures are typically in the
ranges 6f = 2.3 to 2.8 and Y. 1.5
to 1.8, “ith load and strength covs
of about 30% and 17% re.specti”ely
– noticeably higher than those for
ships; and incidentally offshore
codes are changing quite rapidly

9)

The use of ‘nominal” “alues, e.g.
for yield strength, presents their
own problems, as discussed, a“d can
mask the true safety picture unless
such systematic errors are accounted
for

SUGGESTIONS

1 have avoided the word reconunend–
ation in tbe heading of this closing
section because the important ones have
already been made in section 2.4 and
their implications are illustrated in
It is therefore merely a
section 6.
suggestion that, if ship owners are
seriously interested in reducing total
costs, they examine the scope for this
carefully in the light of this study.
In this respect they may wish to instigate studies of their own, hopefully
involving the Classification societies
who otherwise seem to have very little
motivation to act independently.
The
more important broad conclusions and
suggestions are now summarised based on
extreme lifetime load conditions:

10)
1)

The safety levels in merchant and
naval ships lie respectively in
two distinct zones:
1
11

o“er–safe
low-safety

The mean values for merchant ships
are f,f= 5.3 and y. = 2.4 whereas
the corresponding values for naval
designs are 2.2 and 1.1 for the
safety index and the 5% PsF: and
yet there is greater uncertainty i“
both loading and strength of naval
ships
2)

The scatter in results is vast and
ships with high conventional
safety factors can nevertheless
be the least safe

3)

Deck and bottom structure safety
levels vary considerably, and
certain transversely framed bottom
structures permitted within exist–
ing rules could be in a state of
near collapse before Ieavi”g
h.arbour

4)

Errors arising from different
assumptions and calculation
approaches can be very significant,
and a“y sound reliability approach
should attempt to identify and take
some account of these errors.

of these findings are hardly
creditable and the author suggests they
stern from an over-concern in ship
Classification “ith section mod”l”s and
stress analysis .
This
could with bene–
fit be replaced by limit strength
analyses married to a scnmdly based
semi-probabilistic level–2 safety
approach.
It does not seem unreasonable
with present knowledge to do this now,
based on sensible comparisons.
Otherwise reliability research might just as
“en stop as far as ships are concerned.
The earlier
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Am endix A

–

APuendix B - WOLVERINE STATE Safetv
Using an approximation based on
Ship Department (RN) procedures, the
most probable extreme wave bending
moments for WOLVERINE STATE with a
N. Atlantic ser”ice life are:
Sagging M

Extreme Mean and Variance

The still water moment is hogging and
varies from 157,500 tonf ft i“ the light
condition to 40,000 tonf ft in the lade”
The a“erage is :
condition (28).

The objective mean and standard
deviation of the extreme wave histogram
in F ig. 4 are obtained from the usual
for a true pcqm.
statistical equations
To facilitate understanding,
ation.
this population is taken as N = 100 so
the number of values in the histogram
intervals, designated by x, (= M ), is
Then s~e (24Y25) :
simply ni = 100 p.
.,
Y ni xi/N ,
%=
1=1

Hogging I?. = 98,750 tonf ft
The mean extreme total load is then taken
as :
Be

N

S2 = { t X,2 - Ni2 )/N+ (Ax)2/12

Xi(=

Mw)

First
Mcme nt
n,x.

IIi

-

Second
Molnefit
nix’i

==1

205

a

1 640

215

22

4 730

1 016 95o

224

27

6 075

1 366 875

235

19

4 465

1 049 275

245

12

2 940

720 300

255

6

1 530

390 150

265

4

1 060

280 900

275

2

550

100

22 990

= 247,270 tonf ft

Hogging M; = 197, 810 tcmf ft

336 200

=

1.033 M“ + 3

s

which takes account of the skewness of
the extreme wave loadin ~ distribution (2).
With deck Z = 41, 300 in ft and bottom
Z = 43,160 inzft the mea” extreme tom.
pression loads in the sagging and hoqg.
ing conditions are (in stress unit,? and
allowing 3% increase to cover 10ss of Z
due to corrosion, rolling tolerances,
etc. ) :
Deck fie

=

Bottom fie =

3.91 t,si
7.23 tsi

Had we taken the worst total moments
using the laden still water moment for
the sagging condition and the light still
water for hog, tfiese compression results
would have been D = 5.38 tsi i“ the deck
Thus ,
and 8.63 tsi in t E e bottom.
assumptions about the value of the still
“ater moment are clearly important and
can appreciably affect the notional
safety measures for merchant ships .

“

Deck Safety

Thus i = 22 990/100 = 229.9 MNm

The panels are 276 in. wide, 30 in.
long and 1.o6 in. thick (but 1.03 i“.
Two assurnp–
used as just explained) .
tio”s will be used to illustrate the

S’ = {5 311 900 - 100 (229.9)2)/100
+ (10)2/12 = 273.3
S = 16.5 MNm

~
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different results which can easily arise.
Using Ref. 29 and applying a factor of
1.14 suggested by an analysis of the
experiments :
o

lower value Z = 9.83 tsi and e = 1.36
u
hence
Bf

1.25
1.5
_ 0.175 n2E
{;+ :1
{:}
cr - 12(1 -V2)

y

=1.7,0

= 0.9

If, however, we use the methods of Ref.
30 then ignoring pressure o“ = 10.66 psi,
E = 1.47 and hence:

= 7.86 tsi
:“

Bf

= 1.14 x UC* = 8.95 tsi = Cu
r

e

=

Safety index

Sf = 4.0

5% PSF

?’0 = 1.5

The presence of deep longitudinal. would
also add to the strength in providing
hard ‘,corners”, and if this were allowed
for as a 1.15 systematic addition to the
strength the above results would ha”e
increased to 8 = 2.63, 6f = 4.5 and
Yo= 1.7.

calculat~n

But, although Ref. 29 is dra”n from
a comprehensive range of tests, unfor–
tunately the test rig applied uniform
stress rather than uniform strain.
Therefore, the results may be expected
to be conservative and eg. (8) of Ref. 30
was also used for compressive strength.
With the geometry specified abo”e this
= 13.8 tsi and hence central
~~e;y”’#actor E = 3.53 and
ef

==

,

T+ottom

Yo=u

Safetv

= 0.7

,

AssumDti OnZ

Ref. 28 is also of interest in
showing how certain upper deck section
modulus requirements ha”e actually increased for this class of ship since it
This apparently hap–
was designed.
hazard approach to safety seems difficult
to justify in the light of the other in–
consistencies mentioned, for example, in
certain bottom structure requirements.

The panels are assumed to be 96 i“.
wide, 30 in. long and O. 78 in. thick
(but 0.76 is take”) .
Using Ref. 29 a“d
ignoring pressure effects for the moment
gives UC= = 7.18 tsi, Zu = 8.19 tsi and
8 = 1.13, hence:
~f

You

The abo”e analyses indicate the
sensitivity of safety measures to design
assumptions.
Likewise, much of these
analyses can be compared directly with
results from Ref. 28 and it would be
found that there are significant differences throughout the results depending
upon assumptions made.
As an example,
as recently as ten years ago it was
customary in some rules to include con–
tinuous longitudinal deck girders in the
section modulus, whereas it would seem
Even in this
unreasonable to do so now.
transversely framed ship this addition
alone adds 7% to the strength predict–
Systematic differences of 20-30%
ions.
are by no means unusual even between
This
competent analysts and designers.
should be borne in mind when finalizing
safety measures.

Of course these would be higher values
if the 1.15 factor was included, but
they would not then be so directly can.
parable with the deck safety for the 16
ships in section 2.1 of the paper.
The
above values are identical with the mean
values of those in 2.1 – quite fortuit–
Ously.
Qut er

,

The Reference makes no allowance for
strengthening effects from pressure.
Indeed, it suggests when pressure is
present that the plate elements may be
weaker when compressed in the weak dir–
B“t , this would be offset by
ection.
the strengthening effects from the deep
longitudinal
mentioned earlier, and so
pressure effects are ignored a“d the
underlined values for safety are considered to be the most reliable.
However, the sensitivity of the results
to design calculation assumptions
should be noticed for this low safety
structure.

8.95/3.91 = 2.29 and with VC
= 0.13 and “D = 0.12 this leads to:

Then

=~

V. = 0.7

which is close to the lowest value
6 = O. 5 estimated previously(2) .
ln–
c fudmg the effects of extreme water
pressure with a 1.1A wave gives a
pressure = 15 psi.
Hence, pb4/Et4 =
1.21.
From Ref. 44 the effect of
pressures of magnitude pb’/Et4 = 2 o“
plates of aspect ratio 3 and b/t = 50
was to increase the weak direction
collapse stress by 20–30%.
Taking the

23o
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